Sensitive detection of microRNAs with hairpin probe-based circular exponential amplification assay.
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) play important regulatory roles in a wide range of biological processes, and their aberrant expression is associated with cancer development and a variety of diseases. Here, we develop a simple, sensitive, and specific miRNA assay on the basis of circular exponential amplification in combination with the hairpin probes. The binding of target miRNA with a linear DNA template initiates the first strand displacement amplification (SDA) and generates the universal triggers which are complementary to the 3' protruding end of a hairpin probe. These universal triggers function not only as the primers to unfold the hairpin probes through an extension reaction, generating distinct fluorescence signals, but also as the amplification templates to initiate the second SDA reaction. Moreover, the second SDA reaction can release new triggers to initiate the above two consecutive SDA reactions, thus constituting a circular exponential amplification which enables the conversion of a small amount of miRNAs to a large number of universal triggers to unfold abundant hairpin probes. This hairpin probe-based circular exponential amplification assay exhibits high sensitivity with a detection limit of 3.80 × 10(-13) M and a detection range of 4 orders of magnitude. It can even discriminate single-nucleotide difference between miRNA family members and perform well in real sample analysis. Notably, in this assay, the long-stem hairpin probes are unfolded through an extension reaction rather than through a conventional hybridization reaction controlled by the thermodynamic equilibrium in the case of molecular beacons, making the design of hairpin probes very simple. This hairpin probe-based circular exponential amplification assay holds a great promise for further application in biomedical research and early clinical diagnosis.